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Abstract

Sparsity phenomena in learning processes have been extensively studied,
since their detection allows to derive suited regularized optimization algo-
rithms capable of improving the overall learning performance. In this paper,
we investigate the sparsity behavior that may occur in nonlinear adaptive fil-
tering problems and how to leverage it and develop enhanced algorithms. In
particular, we focus on a particular class of linear-in-the-parameters nonlin-
ear adaptive filters, whose nonlinear transformation is based on a functional
link expansion. The analysis of the sparsity in functional links leads us to
derive a family of adaptive combined filtering architectures that is capable of
exploiting any sparseness degree in the nonlinear filtering. We propose two
different filtering schemes based on a new block-based combined approach,
well suited for sparse adaptive algorithms. Moreover, a hierarchical archi-
tecture is also proposed that generalizes the different combined schemes and
does not need any a priori information about the nature of the nonlinearity
to be modeled. Experimental results prove the effectiveness of the proposed
combined architectures in exploiting any sparseness degree and improving
the modeling performance in nonlinear system identification problems.
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1. Introduction

Sparsity is a widespread concept in several signal processing fields and
it may concern and characterize a signal or even a system. In both cases,
the awareness of any sparseness may be even very important, since it of-
ten leads to performance improvement or computational saving. A signal
is characterized by a sparse representation when the whole signal is mostly
described by only a few elementary portions of it. This property is exploited
in several applications, ranging from pattern recognition to image and audio
processing, to identify and characterize new observations of the signal by the
knowledge of a few atoms of it [1–4]. On the other hand, sparsity may also
characterize the impulse response of a system, and this occurs when a small
percentage of its components has a significant magnitude while the rest is
zero or negligible, i.e., very close to zero. From an energy point of view, it
can be said that an impulse response is sparse if a large fraction of its energy
is concentrated in a small fraction of its duration [5]. This property has been
often exploited in several applications by regularizing the learning algorithm
to improve the modeling performance, e.g., in wireless communications [6, 7],
network and acoustic echo cancellation [8–10, 5], room acoustics [11], adap-
tive beamforming [12, 13], and underwater communications [14, 15], among
others.

Sparsity has also been exploited in online learning for nonlinear signal
processing. Nonlinear transformations of a signal may often introduce redun-
dant or useless parameters, thus incurring in overfitting phenomena. Such a
problem can be tackled by selecting the smallest subset of nonlinear transfor-
mations that provides the highest contribution in terms of nonlinear modeling
performance [16]. In the recent literature, most representative examples of
sparsity-aware nonlinear models include sparse algorithms for kernel methods
[17–21], and for Volterra and polynomial filters [22, 23].

Recently, sparsity has been analyzed in a class of linear-in-the-parameters
nonlinear filters, known as functional link adaptive filters (FLAFs) [24–26],
which are characterized by a nonlinear expansion of the input followed by a
linear filtering of the transformed signal. In FLAFs, the nonlinear transfor-
mation is performed by using nonlinear series expansions (e.g., trigonometric,
Chebyshev or Legendre polynomial series [27], among others), satisfying uni-
versal approximation constraints [28]. Depending on the specific nonlinear
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nature of the scenario that distorts an input signal, the functional links in-
volved in an FLAF may show certain sparseness degree, i.e., only a selection
of them is really useful to model a nonlinear system. This is the reason why
the proportionate FLAFs have been introduced [26] to exploit such sparse
functional links.

However, the sparseness of a functional link expansion may vary due
to different factors, such as the level of nonlinearity affecting a signal or
the filter design. Therefore, very often, it is difficult to provide a suitable
configuration for a proportionate FLAF without any prior knowledge of the
nonlinearity to be modeled. For this reason, in order to take always advantage
of sparse functional links regardless of their sparseness degree, in this paper
we propose the use of combined nonlinear filtering architectures involving
different sparseness degree of functional links. Adaptive combination of filters
is an effective technique to adequately select adaptive algorithm parameters,
and it has been successfully exploited in different adaptive signal processing
applications [29]. This approach permits to improve modeling performance
when the a priori knowledge about a filtering scenario is unknown or limited
[30–34, 29],[35], thus enhancing the robustness of adaptive schemes even in
time-varying scenarios. The idea of using combined schemes to exploit the
sparse nature of functional links was preliminary introduced in [36], where
a combined FLAF scheme was presented involving a convex combination of
two proportionate adaptive filters downstream of the functional expansion.

In this paper, we extend and improve such an idea, providing a deeper
analysis of the sparse functional links and a new block-based approach for
the combination of proportionate FLAFs. The choice of adopting a block-
based combination approach derives from the analysis of the sparse functional
links and, in particular, from the fact that coefficients with highest energy
are adjacent to each other, so it is possible to select blocks with different
sparseness degrees. In similar situations, block-based strategies have been
shown to improve the performance [37, 32, 38, 29]. Here, we propose a
new block-based strategy that takes into account the cyclic nature of sparse
functional links. Based on this approach, we introduce two different combined
schemes: the first one is characterized by a block-based convex combination
of filters downstream of a shared functional expansion, while the second
architecture involves the combination of two proportionate FLAFs each one
including its own functional expansion. We also generalize the two proposed
schemes by introducing a hierarchical combined architecture involving two
stages of combinations of FLAFs. The proposed architectures are assessed
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in different nonlinear system identification problems, in which we show the
advantages of using one of the proposed architectures with respect to the
other ones. Moreover, we prove the effectiveness of the hierarchical combined
architecture, highlighting its generalization properties.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: an analysis of the sparse
nature of functional links is presented in Section 2, where it is shown how to
exploit such sparseness to improve the modeling performance. Based on that
analysis, in Section 3 we introduce a new block-based combination approach
for sparse FLAFs, which leads to the derivation, in Section 4, of two different
combined nonlinear filtering architectures and a hierarchical scheme that
generalizes the previous ones. In Section 5, experimental results prove the
effectiveness of the proposed models in different nonlinear modeling scenarios.
Finally, in Section 6 our conclusions are drawn.

Notation

In this paper, matrices are represented by boldface capital letters and
vectors are denoted by boldface lowercase letters. Time-varying vectors and
matrices show discrete-time index as a subscript index, while in time-varying
scalar elements the time index is denoted in square brackets. A regression

vector is represented as xn ∈ R
M =

[

x [n] x [n− 1] . . . x [n−M + 1]
]⊤

,
where M is the overall vector length and x [n− i] is individual entry at
the generic time instant n − i. A generic coefficient vector, in which all
the elements depend on the same time instant, is denoted as wn ∈ R

M =
[

w0 [n] w1 [n] . . . wM−1 [n]
]⊤

, where wi [n] is the generic i-th individual
entry at the n-th time instant. All vectors are represented as column vectors.
The index related to a generic j-th filter is denoted as subscript, before the
time index for vectors and matrices, e.g., wj,n. When dealing with blockwise

filtering, we denote the l-th partition of the j-th filter as w
(l)
j,n.

2. Exploiting Sparsity in Nonlinear Modeling by Functional Links

2.1. The FLAF Model

The functional link adaptive filter (FLAF), as presented in [24], is a linear-
in-the-parameters nonlinear filter composed of a nonlinear functional expan-
sion block (FEB) and a subsequent linear adaptive filter, as depicted in Fig. 1.
The FEB consists of a series of functions satisfying universal approximation
constraints, which are called functional links. The chosen set of functional
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Figure 1: The nonlinear functional link adaptive filter.
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Figure 2: Memoryless functional link expansion.

links is denoted as Φ =
{

ϕ
0
(·) , . . . ,ϕ

Qf−1
(·)
}

, where Qf is the number of

functional links.
As depicted in Fig. 2, at the n-th time instant, the FEB receives an input

frame, which can be a regression buffer xn ∈ R
Mi =

[

x [n] x [n− 1] . . .

x [n−Mi + 1]
]⊤

, where Mi is defined as the input buffer length. Each
sample of xn is expanded by the chosen set of functions Φ, thus yielding

the nonlinear expanded buffer gn ∈ R
Me =

[

g0 [n] g1 [n] . . . gMe−1 [n]
]⊤

,
where Me ≥ Mi represents the length of this expanded buffer.

Several choices can be made to build the functional link set (e.g., see
[27]). A convenient and suitable choice for this study can be represented by
the trigonometric series expansion, whose elements can be described by the
following equations:

ϕ
j
(x [n− i]) =

{

sin (pπx [n− i]) , j = 2p− 2
cos (pπx [n− i]) , j = 2p− 1

(1)

where p = 1, . . . , P is the expansion index, being P the expansion order,
and j = 0, . . . , Qf − 1 the functional link index. It is easy to verify that the
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resulting set Φ is composed of Qf = 2P functional links. It follows that the
expanded buffer length can be derived as Me = QfMi = 2PMi.

The expanded buffer gn is composed of nonlinear elements only, since
we want to use the FLAF only to estimate the nonlinear part of a signal or
system impulse response. Note also that (1) actually refers to a memoryless

expansion, since it does not involve cross-products of the n-th input sample
with previous samples. However, the FEB can be easily extended to the case
of functional links with memory (see [24] for a detailed explanation).

As depicted in Fig 1, the achieved expanded buffer gn is then processed

by an adaptive filter wFL,n ∈ R
Me =

[

wFL,0 [n] . . . wFL,Me−1 [n]
]⊤

, thus
providing the nonlinear FLAF output yFL [n] = g⊤

nwFL,n−1. At each time
instant, the coefficient vector wFL,n can be updated by using any adaptive
filtering algorithm (see for example [39, 40]).

It is worth noting that the main advantage of using trigonometric poly-
nomial expansion is that in this way the functional links can be viewed as
the partial sum of its Fourier series [41]. In fact, it is well known that among
all the P -th order polynomials, the best approximation in the metric space
L2 is given by the P -th partial sum of its Fourier series with respect to this
system. Therefore, the functional links in (1) can be seen as a representation
of the Fourier basis functions, while the related weight vector wFL,n contains
the coefficients of the Fourier series expansion.

2.2. Sparsity in Functional Links

In order to understand how sparsity appears in functional link transfor-
mations, we focus on the recursive equation of the trigonometric expansion
(1) and on the coefficient vector wFL,n that filters the expanded buffer. We
want to know what are the functional links that mainly contribute to the esti-
mation of a nonlinearity. To this end, we analyze the energy of the coefficient
vector wFL,n at steady state, i.e., for n → ∞.

Consider one input sample to the FEB, i.e., Mi = 1. The early coefficients
of wFL,n are those related to the functional links with small values of the
expansion order p, while the last ones are related to the functional links with
the highest values of p. If we look at the squared absolute value of wFL,n

we will usually notice a decreasing exponential behavior. The justification of
this behavior can be easily derived by considering that, as previously said,
wFL,n represents the vector containing the coefficients of the Fourier series
expansion. Indeed, let us consider a nonlinear distortion function of class Ck,
continuous and differentiable on a closed interval. Then, it is well known [42]
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Figure 3: Sparse behavior of functional links.

that, in order to obtain the absolute and uniform convergence of the series,
the coefficients must satisfy the following condition:

|wFL,m [n]| ≤ c

mk+θ
(2)

for any c > 0 and θ > 1, and m = 1, . . . ,Me.
As a remark, this means that early functional links, i.e., those with small

values of p, generate the most significant samples of the expanded frame,
while the last functional links of a set Φ only produce small variations in
a nonlinear modeling process, since high-order coefficients aim at modeling
those nonlinear components that are not always present in a distortion (e.g.,
high-order harmonics), thus providing just an improvement of the modeling
performance. It is worth noting that this energy decay is very similar to
that of an acoustic impulse response, which is characterized by some early
reflections that bring the largest fraction of its energy [5, 32].

Sparseness degree in functional links expansions may vary according to
the nonlinearity to be estimated and to the expansion order P . If we use
a small expansion order (e.g., P < 3) to estimate a strong nonlinearity, all
the functional links involved will prove to be significant for the purpose of
modeling. In this case, the functional link expansion will show a low degree
of sparseness, i.e., the energy of the coefficient vector will show significant
values, far from zero. However, if we use a larger expansion order (P > 3) to
increase the approximation capabilities, very often we will incur in a sparse
functional link expansion when nonlinearities are mild. This means that the
energy of the coefficient vector will clearly show its exponential decay. In
short, for strong nonlinearity we may need a large value of P (even larger
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Figure 4: The split functional link adaptive filter.

than 10), while for mild nonlinearities an expansion order P > 3 is sufficient
to generate a sparse functional link behavior. Usually, if we use an expansion
order P = 10, which is a recommended value for a lot of applications, we will
notice some sparsity in the functional link expansion. Overall, the larger the
expansion order, the longer the tail of the energy decay in wFL,n.

If we generalize the above analysis to the case of interest, i.e., when the
input to the FEB is a buffer with Mi > 1, the energy of the coefficient vector
wFL,n is characterized by a periodic exponential decay, where the number of
repetitions will coincide with the number of input samples to the FEB, i.e.,
Mi. For each input sample, we may have a different energy absolute value, but
a similar behavior regarding the energy decay, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
relationship between the nonlinearity of a system and the expansion order
with the sparseness degree of the corresponding functional link expansions
will be also highlighted and supported by experimental results in Section 5.

2.3. Proportionate Split Functional Link Adaptive Filters

Very often in real-world problems, the response of a system to be identified
is produced by any combination of a linear and nonlinear components. In
order to model such kind of systems, the split functional link adaptive filter
(SFLAF) architecture was recently proposed [24]. The SFLAF, depicted
in Fig. 4, is a parallel filtering structure including a linear branch and a
nonlinear branch. The former is simply composed of a linear adaptive filter,
which is devoted to modeling the linear components of an unknown system.
This allows the nonlinear branch, which is the nonlinear model of Fig. 1, to
be focused on the modeling of the nonlinear components of the system.

An input sample x [n] to the SFLAF is stored in the input buffer xn ∈
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R
M =

[

x [n] . . . x [n−M + 1]
]⊤

, where M is the length of the adaptive

filter wL,n =
[

wL,0 [n] . . . wL,M−1 [n]
]⊤

. The adaptive filtering on the
linear branch yields the output yL [n] = x⊤

nwL,n−1, which has linear nature.
The first Mi samples of xn are also selected to be processed by the FEB, as
described in Subsection 2.1.

The overall error signal of the SFLAF is:

e [n] = d [n]− y [n]

= d [n]− x⊤
nwL,n−1 − g⊤

nwFL,n−1

(3)

where y [n] is the overall SFLAF output signal, resulting from the sum of the
two branch outputs. Both adaptive filters try to minimize the power of e [n],
and this can be realized following different adaptation schemes. However,
in this paper, in order to focus on the nonlinear branch we choose a classic
normalized least-mean square (NLMS) algorithm for wL,n (see also [26]).

When nonlinearities introduced by the unknown system are varying in
time, the nonlinear elements generated by the FEB and stored in gn may
be not all useful in the same way for the modeling, and this may cause
a performance decrease. A possible solution is the use of a regularizing
weighted mask for the filter of the nonlinear branch [26], in an attempt to
give more prominence to those nonlinear elements of the expanded buffer
that have an active role in the modeling of nonlinearities. This means taking
advantage of functional link sparsity. To this end, the update equation of
wFL,n can be written as [26]:

wFL,n = wFL,n−1 + µFL

Qngn

g⊤
nQngn + δPFL

e [n] (4)

which is the solution of the the following optimization problem:

arg min
wFL,n

‖wFL,n −wFL,n−1‖2Q−1
n

(5)

s.t. ε [n] =

(

1− µL

‖xL,n‖22
‖xL,n‖22 + δL

− µFL

‖gn‖2Qn

‖gn‖2Qn
+ δPFL

)

e [n]

whose formulation is based on the derivation of a constraint relating the a

priori error e [n] with the a posteriori error ε [n]. The complete derivation
of (5) can be found in [26].
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In (4) and (5), µL and µFL are step-size parameters, δL and δPFL are reg-
ularization factors, and

Qn = diag
{

q0 [n] . . . qMe−1 [n]
}

, (6)

is the proportionate matrix, which can be chosen as diagonal, that performs
a mask on the filter according to its sparsity. Such matrix aims at weight-
ing the coefficients of wFL,n proportionally to the contribution they provide
to the nonlinear modeling. For this reason, we denote this architecture as
proportionate SFLAF (PSFLAF). Note that when sparsity is not taken into
account, Qn = I and the PSFLAF turns to an SFLAF model [24].

The diagonal elements of Qn are computed by evaluating the nonlin-
ear filter estimate at the previous time instant. The larger the absolute of
wFL,n−1, the higher the corresponding weighting. Therefore, the resulting
proportionate filter on the nonlinear branch converges faster than the classic
FLAF when functional links show any sparseness characteristics.

For the choice of the diagonal elements of (6), we considered the improved
proportionate NLMS (IPNLMS) algorithm [43], since it was extensively used
with robust results in problems, such as acoustic echo cancellation, where
sparsity can be described by its energy concentration [5], as also occurs in
the case of functional links. However, nothing prevents us from using any
other proportionate algorithm (e.g., [10, 44–46], among other). Based on the
IPNLMS, the diagonal elements of Qn can be calculated as:

qk [n] =
1− ρ

2Me

+ (1 + ρ)
|wFL,k [n− 1]|

2 ‖wFL,n−1‖1 + ξ
(7)

with k = 0, . . . ,Me − 1 and −1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1; and ξ is a small positive constant
that avoids divisions by zero.

The asymmetry parameter ρ balances the asymmetry in the update of
coefficients, since when its value is close to 1 a high sparseness degree is
assumed, while when ρ = −1 the adaptation follows the NLMS rule. The
asymmetry parameter also affects the choice of the regularization parameter
δPFL in (4), since δPFL = δFL (1− ρ) /2Me, where δFL is the regularization
factor that might be used for a classic FLAF.

3. The Proposed Block-Based Combination Approach for Sparse

Functional Links

In Subsection 2.2, we have seen that the sparseness of a functional link
expansion may vary according to the expansion order P and to the amount
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of nonlinearity introduced by a system. However, while the former condition
is imposed by the algorithm designer and is a parameter a priori known,
the latter condition is completely unknown since it depends on the system
that generates a nonlinearity, which may vary in time, even very quickly.
As a consequence, the sparseness of a functional link expansion may vary
in time from a low degree to a higher one, and vice versa. Therefore, it
is difficult to find a suitable configuration for the PSFLAF that provides
optimal performance for any degree of nonlinearity.

In order to tackle this problem, we can think of more complex nonlinear
filtering algorithms than the simple PSFLAF. To this end, we can develop
filtering structures involving the adaptive combination of filters on the non-
linear branch to improve the robustness of the nonlinear modeling [47, 34, 36].
In particular, we combine IPNLMS filters having different parameter settings
to exploit sparsity in functional links. Adaptive combination of IPNLMS fil-
ters was proved to provide effective results for the estimation of sparse acous-
tic impulse responses in echo cancellation application [32]. Indeed, when we
combine such IPNLMS filters, the contribution of filter weights to the resid-
ual gradient noise is different for both the filters [32]. In particular, when the
sparseness degree is negligible, the same adaptation gain may be assigned to
all the filter coefficients. On the other hand, when the estimated response
is sparse, the active filter coefficients are affected by large amount of gra-
dient noise. Therefore, a scheme that combines active coefficients from the
non-sparse filter with non-active coefficients from the sparse filter results in
a reduction of the gradient noise.

In [32], it was proved that additional performance improvements can be
reached if, instead of combining complete adaptive filters by means of a
unique mixing parameter as in the basic combination of filters, we use a
different mixing parameter for each group of adjacent coefficients when com-
bining IPNLMS filters. In particular, by allowing different values for the mix-
ing parameters and updating them by considering the minimization of the
overall square error, we can keep the estimation of each block of coefficients
provided by the filter that is incurring in a smaller error for that particu-
lar group of coefficients. The resulting combination is expected to incur in
a smaller steady-state misalignment than any of the component filters [32].
We adopt this approach, also known as block-based adaptive combination, to
exploit sparsity and improve the overall nonlinear modeling performance of
FLAFs.

Let us consider two generic nonlinear FLAFs, where both the coefficient
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Figure 5: Expanded buffer partitioning according to the proposed block-based approach.

vectors, denoted as wFL1,n and wFL2,n, have the same length Me and receive
the same nonlinear signal gn [n]. According to the classic formulation of the
block-based approach [32], we divide the coefficient vector in L blocks, each
one consisting of Mb = Me/L coefficients. In order to avoid abrupt changes
in the sparseness within each block, it is recommended to choose L such that
it is a multiple of Qf. Therefore, the output of the block-based combination
can be expressed as:

yN [n] =
L
∑

l=1

λl [n] y
(l)
FL1 [n] + (1− λl [n]) y

(l)
FL2 [n] (8)

where λl [n] is the mixing parameter associated to the l-th block and y
(l)
FLj [n],

for j = 1, 2, is the output of the l-th block of the FLAF.
In this work, we propose a new block-based approach in order to take

advantage of the periodic nature of the sparse energy behavior of functional
links, as depicted in Fig. 3. We said in Subsection 2.2 that each group of
Qf samples (which is related to the expansion of one input sample) may
be characterized by a different energy peak, but this is not relevant to the
purpose of evaluating the sparseness degree of each group. Conversely, more
important for that purpose is the fact that each group shows a similar energy
decay to that of the adjacent groups.

This property allows to make an approximation: we may think to use the
same partitioning in L blocks of a group of Qf samples for all the Mi groups
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Figure 6: Scheme of the proposed block-based convex combination approach.

of Qf samples. Then, we associate the l-th block of each group of Qf samples,
with l = 1, . . . , L, with the same l-th mixing parameters. Such partitioning is
depicted in Fig. 5. In this case, each blocks consists ofMb = Qf/L coefficients
and the expanded buffer length can be also expressed as Me = MbLMi. The
output of this new block-based combination is:

yN [n] =

Mi−1
∑

i=0

(

L
∑

l=1

λl [n] y
(iL+l)
FL1 [n] + (1− λl [n]) y

(iL+l)
FL2 [n]

)

(9)

where it is possible to notice that the same L mixing parameters are used for
each group of Qf samples. The proposed block-based combination approach
described by (9) is represented in Fig. 6.

The new block-based approach entails a computational saving of (Mi − 1)L
adaptive mixing parameters to be computed with respect to the classical
block-based approach of (8). The derivation of the adaptive mixing parame-
ters λl [n] in (9) will be presented in the next section according to the different
combined PSFLAF architectures that we are going to introduce.
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4. Combined Proportionate SFLAF Architectures

The SFLAF in Fig. 4 is the simplest nonlinear architecture based on func-
tional links. However, more complex structures can be thought. In this work,
we propose some variants of the SFLAF, in which we leverage the combina-
tion of adaptive filters to improve the nonlinear modeling performance. In
particular, the filters that we combine are all proportionate filters, therefore,
the combination of such filters aims at improving performance by exploiting
the sparse functional links.

4.1. Block-based cPSFLAF with shared expansion

The first architecture, denoted as combined PSFLAF #1 (cPSFLAF#1),
is depicted in Fig. 7. It is possible to notice that, similarly to the SFLAF in
[24], the overall output signal results from the sum of the outputs of the linear
and nonlinear branches. However, the nonlinear output is characterized by
the adaptive combination between the two adaptive filters downstream of the
FEB.

Such architecture allows to improve the nonlinear modeling performance
by exploiting the different properties of the adaptive filters involved in the
combination. This can be performed by choosing different adaptation rules
for wFL1,n and wFL2,n, or the same algorithm but using different parameter
settings, e.g., different step sizes. However, the cPSFLAF#1 is mainly suited
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to exploit sparsity in functional links, and this can be performed by distin-
guishing parameters related to the proportionate algorithms, as we are going
to show in the following.

The linear branch of the cPSFLAF#1 is processed as in the SFLAF
scheme, while the nonlinear branch follows the same procedure of the SFLAF
until the generation of the expanded buffer gn. This signal is then fed into
both the adaptive filters, thus generating the individual outputs and errors,
for j = 1, 2:

yFLj [n] = g⊤
nwFLj,n−1 (10)

eFLj [n] = d [n]− (yL [n] + yFLj [n]) , (11)

where error signals (11) have been obtained following a similar procedure
than in case of the combination of kernels scheme [47]. These error signals
are used to adapt the filters wFLj,n−1:

wFLj,n = wFLj,n−1 + µFLj
Qj,ngn

g⊤
nQj,ngn + δPFLj

eFLj [n] (12)

for j = 1, 2, where the diagonal elements of Qj,n are computed similarly to
(7), but considering that is possible to choose different parameter values for
the two filters. In this way, different compromises regarding the adaptation
of the nonlinear filters can be alleviated by means of combined schemes.
In particular, related to the sparsity property, we could distinguish ρj, for
j = 1, 2, which consequently yields qj,l [n] and δPFLj. By choosing different
values for the asymmetry parameter, it is possible to exploit any sparseness
degree of the nonlinear branch, increasing the robustness of the scheme with
respect to the compromise imposed by the selection of parameter ρ. In fact,
if we choose a high sparseness degree for the first filter, i.e., ρ1 close to 1,
and a low one for the second filter, i.e., ρ2 close to −1, it is possible to give
robustness to the model with respect to any sparseness degree of a functional
link expansion.

As it is possible to see in Fig. 7, the overall output of the nonlinear branch
is achieved by combining convexly the individual filter outputs (10) in a
block-based fashion, following the approach described in Subsection 3 and
depicted in Fig. 6. It is worth noting that in Fig. 7 the convex combination
on the nonlinear branch is performed by using the scheme of Fig. 6, but it

is simplified for clarity, being yFLj,n =
[

y
(1)
FLj [n] . . . y

(L)
FLj [n]

]⊤

and λn =
[

λ1 [n] . . . λL [n]
]⊤

, with j = 1, 2.
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Since the cPSFLAF#1 involves a shared functional link expansion, the
input signal to the filters wFLj,n−1 is the same. Hence, the output equation
for yN [n] can be expressed as:

yN [n] =

Mi−1
∑

i=0

(

L
∑

l=1

λl [n]g
(iL+l)⊤
n w

(iL+l)
FL1,n−1 + (1− λl [n])g

(iL+l)⊤
n w

(iL+l)
FL2,n−1

)

(13)

where, in this case, the product g
(iL+l)⊤
n w

(iL+l)
FLj,n−1 (with j = 1, 2) yields the

output of the l-th block y
(iL+l)
FLj [n], used for the block-based combination as

depicted in Fig. 6.
The adaptive mixing parameter λl [n] in (13) balances the combination

between the l-th blocks of each group of Qf samples of the two filters wFLj [n]
(j = 1, 2), giving more importance to the best performing filter [30]. Such
awareness is obtained according to a mean square error minimization. In
particular, the adaptation of λl [n] aims at minimizing the power of the global
error signal e [n] and it is performed by using an auxiliary adaptive parameter
for each block al [n], which is related to λl [n] by means of a sigmoidal function
that keeps the mixing parameter in the range [0, 1], and defined according to
[48, 33] as:

λl [n] = β

(

1

1 + e−al[n]
− α

)

, (14)

where α = 1/ (1 + e4) and β = 1/ (1− 2α). The auxiliary parameter for the
l-th block is derived by a gradient descent rule:

al [n] = al [n− 1] +
µc

βrl [n− 1]
e [n] ∆yl [n] (λl [n] + αβ) (β − αβ − λl [n])

(15)
where

∆yl [n] =

Mi−1
∑

i=0

g(iL+l)⊤
n

(

w
(iL+l)
FL1,n−1 −w

(iL+l)
FL2,n−1

)

(16)

In (15), µc is the step-size parameter of the adaptive combination, rl [n] =
γrl [n− 1] + (1− γ)∆y2l [n] is the estimated power of ∆yl [n] that permits a
normalized adaptation of al [n], and γ is a smoothing factor.

The overall error signal e [n] is derived as:

e [n] = d [n]− (yL [n] + yN [n]) (17)
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Figure 8: The combined PSFLAF #2 architecture involving different FEBs.

and it is used to update both the linear filter wL,n and each auxiliary param-
eter al [n].

As said in Subsection 2.2, the sparseness of functional links may vary
according to the expansion order P and to the nonlinearity level. The cPS-
FLAF#1 is well suited for the latter case since it exploits the different settings
of the proportionate filters and uses the same P for both the combined filters.
Therefore, the cPSFLAF#1 architecture represents the best solution when
the nonlinearity varies its level in time. The former case will be addressed in
the next subsection.

4.2. Block-based cPSFLAF with different FEBs

We propose another nonlinear architecture in which the different sparse-
ness degrees of the two combined proportionate filters are achieved using
same proportionaly factors but different expansion orders. Such architecture
is denoted as combined PSFLAF #2 (cPSFLAF#2) and it is depicted in
Fig. 8. As it is possible to see, the peculiarity of the cPSFLAF#2 is the
presence of two different FEBs on the nonlinear branch.

Two FEBs with different expansion orders PFLj, with j = 1, 2, imply two
different expansion vectors gj,n and two proportionate filters wFLj having
different lengths Mej. In particular, to simplify the notation, we choose
PFL1 < PFL2, so that Me1 < Me2. The output of each proportionate filter on
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the nonlinear branch of the cPSFLAF#2 can be expressed as:

yFLj [n] = g⊤
j,nwFLj,n−1 (18)

for j = 1, 2. The error signals eFLj [n], instead, keep the same expression
of (11). The update equation of the two proportionate filters involves the
different expansion buffers and becomes:

wFLj,n = wFLj,n−1 + µFLj
Qj,ngj,n

g⊤
nQj,ngj,n + δPFLj

eFLj [n] . (19)

The diagonal elements of Qj,n are computed as for the cPSFLAF#1.
The two proportionate filters on the nonlinear branch are combined con-

vexly, as represented in the simplified scheme of Fig. 8. Even in this case,
similarly to the cPSFLAF#1, the convex combination is performed by apply-
ing the block-based approach of Fig. 6. Due to the different length of the two
filters, the block-based approach is slightly different from the cPSFLAF#1.
In this case, the number of functional links changes for the two FEBs, being
Qf1 = 2PFL1 and Qf2 = 2PFL2, so that Mej = QfjMi, with j = 1, 2. We choose
a number of blocks L that is divisible by the larger number of functional links
for the sets used by the two FEBs, i.e., Qf2, so that each block consists of
Mb = Qf2/L coefficients. However, since we choose Qf1 < Qf2, we may have
null blocks for the first expansion. For his reason, we define LNZ = ⌈Qf1/Mb⌉
as the number of non-zero blocks for the first expansion. We must also con-
sider that the last block may be shorter than Mb coefficients, so we pad
the last block with a number of zeros equal to Qf1 mod Mb. Therefore, the
output of the nonlinear branch of the cPSFLAF#2 is:

yN [n] =

Mi−1
∑

i=0

(

LNZ
∑

l=1

λl [n]g
(iL+l)⊤
1,n w

(iL+l)
FL1,n−1 +

L
∑

l=1

(1− λl [n])g
(iL+l)⊤
2,n w

(iL+l)
FL2,n−1

)

(20)
where it can be seen that, differently from the cPSFLAF#1 output in (13),

in this case y
(iL+l)
FLj [n] = g

(iL+l)⊤
j,n w

(iL+l)
FLj,n−1, for j = 1, 2. It is also worth noting

in (20) that for the first LNZ blocks there is a convex combination between
the two filters, while for the L − LNZ remaining blocks the combination in-
volves only the second filter wFL2,n, and this can be also interpreted as a
convex combination with null virtual blocks, called all-zero blocks [38]. The
representation of the energy of the sum of the blocks for the two filters wFL1

and wFL2 is depicted in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9: Representation of the energy of the L resulting blocks for the two filters wFL1

and wFL2.

All the mixing parameters λl [n] and the auxiliary parameters al [n], with
l = 1, . . . , L, are computed respectively by applying the same equations (14)
and (15) used for the cPSFLAF#1. However, in this case ∆yl [n], in the
update equation (15) of the l-th auxiliary parameter, is computed as:

∆yl [n] =







∑Mi−1
i=0 g

(iL+l)⊤
1,n w

(iL+l)
FL1,n−1 − g

(iL+l)⊤
2,n w

(iL+l)
FL2,n−1, l = 1, . . . , LNZ

−∑Mi−1
i=0 g

(iL+l)⊤
2,n w

(iL+l)
FL2,n−1, l = LNZ + 1, . . . , L.

(21)
Once computed the output yN [n] of the nonlinear branch, we can achieve

the overall error signal e [n], which updates both wL,n and each al [n], for
l = 1, . . . , L, by using (17).

Due to its characteristics, the cPSFLAF#2 is well suited in those cases
where the nonlinearity is nearly static in time, but its level is unknown a

priori.

4.3. Block-based Hierarchical cPSFLAF

In the previous subsections, we have introduced two nonlinear filtering
architectures that exploit sparse functional links when the nonlinearity to be
modeled is changing in time (cPSFLAF#1) and also when it is nearly static
(cPSFLAF#2). However, if we do not have enough information about the
behavior of the nonlinearity in time, we can think to generalize the previous
architectures. To this end, we introduce a hierarchical combined PSFLAF
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Figure 10: The hierarchical combined PSFLAF architecture.

(HcPSFLAF) model, depicted in Fig. 10, which is an adaptive nonlinear
architecture able to automatically select the constituents that mostly con-
tribute to the nonlinear modeling.

The HcPSFLAF involves a first stage of combinations, in which two pairs
of proportionate filters are combined after a FEB. We can distinguish the 4
filters involved in the combinations according to the asymmetry parameters
(or to the step-size parameters as an alternative) and to the expansion orders.
In particular, the filters of the first combination, i.e., wFL1,n and wFL2,n, have
different asymmetry parameters, respectively ρA → 1 and ρB → −1, and the
same small value for the expansion order PA. The second pair of first-stage
combined filters, wFL3,n and wFL4,n, keep the same asymmetry parameters of
the first pair, i.e., ρA → 1 and ρB → −1 respectively, but both filters share a
larger value for the expansion order PB > PA.

Both the convex combinations on the first stage will be achieved by adopt-
ing the block-based convex combination used for the cPSFLAF#1 and de-
scribed by (13), since each pair of filter shares the same expansion. The
outputs of the first-stage combinations, i.e., yN1 [n] and yN2 [n], are in turn
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convexly combined in a second stage in order to yield the overall output of
the nonlinear branch yN [n], as represented in Fig. 10, where the l-th mixing
parameter of the second stage is denoted with ηl [n]. Even this second-stage
combination involves a block-based approach. However, unlike the first-stage
combinations, here different expansion orders are involved, i.e., PA and PB,
hence the output yN [n] is achieved by using the block-based convex combi-
nation used for the cPSFLAF#2 and described by (20). The overall error
signal is obtained as usual by (17) and it is used to adapt the adaptive filter
on the linear path and the mixing parameters on the second stage.

4.4. Computational Analysis

In order to choose the best suitable combined PSFLAF architecture for
a certain problem, it is fundamental to be aware of its computational cost.
The complexity of a PSFLAF-based architecture may depend on several pa-
rameters, including the parameters of the adaptive algorithms and the ones
related to the adaptive combinations. All the proposed combined architec-
tures are evolutions of the PSFLAF, which therefore represents the baseline
model even from a computational point of view. Based on the analysis in
[26], the PSFLAF requires 3M + 2 multiplications and 3M − 1 additions for
the linear part and 12PMi + P + 3 multiplications, 8PMi + 1 additions and
2P function evaluations for the nonlinear branch, considering an iterative
buffer shift for the input vector to the FEB.

With respect to the PSFLAF, the cPSFLAF#1 architecture involves an
additional cost for the adaptation of the second IPNLMS and the block-
based combination on the nonlinear branch, thus leading to an overhead of
12PMi + 13L + 6 multiplications, 6PMi + (3Mi + 8)L + 1 additions and
L exponentiations. It is worth noting that L ≪ 2PMi and therefore, the
block-based adaptive combination does not add a significant computational
overload with respect to the number of products required by the adaptation
of the filters. The cPSFLAF#2 architecture is a little bit more complex than
cPSFLAF#1 since it involves an additional FEB. However, in this case, we
slightly different parameters, including two expansion orders, PFL1 and PFL2,
and the number of non-zero blocks LNZ. The overall complexity of the cPS-
FLAF#2 is given by 12 (PFL1 + PFL2)Mi+PFL2+LNZ+9L+9 multiplications,
8 (PFL1 + PFL2)Mi+2LNZMi+LMi+7L+1 additions, 2PFL2 function evalua-
tions and 2L exponentiations. If we consider that PFL1+PFL2 > P and LNZ <
L, the most significant computational overhead of the cPSFLAF#2 with re-
spect to the cPSFLAF#1 can be expressed in terms of 12

(

P − PFL1+PFL2

2

)

Mi
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Figure 11: Nonlinear system to be identified.

multiplications, 2
(

P − PFL1+PFL2

2

)

Mi additions and PFL2 −P function evalu-
ations.

Excluding the linear branch, which is the same of the other architectures,
the nonlinear part of hierarchical cPSFLAF architecture involves the double
of the complexity of the nonlinear branch of the cPSFLAF#1 with the addi-
tion of a second stage of block-based combinations. In details, the nonlinear
branch of the HcPSFLAF requires 24 (PFL1 + PFL2)Mi+PFL2+LNZ+35L+15
multiplications, 16 (PFL1 + PFL2)Mi + 2LNZMi + 7LMi + 23L + 4 additions,
2PFL2 function evaluations and 3L exponentiations. In terms of multipli-
cations, the complexity of the nonlinear branch of the HcPSFLAF can be
roughly considered as the double of the complexity of the nonlinear branch
of the cPSFLAF#2.

In general, as expected, the computational complexity of the PSFLAF-
based architectures increases with the addition of new processing blocks in
the architecture, until arriving to the HcPSFLAF which can be also expanded
by adding further stages of combination. The HcPSFLAF always generalizes
the cPSFLAF#1 and cPSFLAF#2 architectures, but in order to keep con-
tained the computational complexity it is always preferable, when possible,
to choose one of the two basic schemes. Moreover, the computational com-
plexity may vary significantly according to the parameter setting, therefore,
an accurate choice of the parameters may also help in saving computational
resources.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we assess the effectiveness of the proposed combined ar-
chitectures and we show their capability of exploiting sparsity. For all the
experiments, the system to be identified has a Hammerstein structure, i.e.,
it involves a nonlinear block followed by a linear one, as depicted in Fig. 11.
The input signal x [n] is distorted by a soft-clipping nonlinearity as follows
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[26]:

y [n] =







2
3ζ
x [n] , 0 ≤ |x [n]| ≤ ζ

sign (x [n]) 3−(2−|x[n]|/ζ)2

3
, ζ ≤ |x [n]| ≤ 2ζ

sign (x [n]) , 2ζ ≤ |x [n]| ≤ 1

(22)

where 0 < ζ ≤ 0.5 is a nonlinearity threshold. Such threshold can be ap-
propriately chosen to introduce strong (ζ close to 0.5) or mild (ζ close to
0) nonlinearity in order to highlight the sparsity behavior of the functional
link expansions with respect to the nonlinear system to be identified, ac-
cording to Subsection 2.2. The signal y [n] is then fed into a linear system,
formed by M = 10 independent random values between −1 and 1. An
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) noise signal v [n] is added
at output of the whole plant, in order to provide 20 dB of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). The input signal x [n] is generated by means of a first-order
autoregressive model, whose transfer function is

√
1− θ2/ (1− θz−1), with

θ = 0.8, fed with an i.i.d. Gaussian random process. Performance is evalu-
ated in terms of the excess mean-square error (EMSE), expressed in dB as
EMSE [n] = 10 log10

(

E
{

(e [n]− v [n])2
})

, which is averaged over 1000 runs
with respect to input and noise. In order to facilitate the visualization, curves
are also smoothed by a moving-average filter.

5.1. Evaluation of the cPSFLAF#1

The combined architecture adopted for the cPSFLAF#1 can lead to per-
formance improvement by exploiting the properties of the adaptive filters in
combination on the nonlinear branch, e.g., by using different parameter set-
ting [34, 36]. Here, we want to exploit the sparseness of functional links and
this can be performed by distinguish the peculiar parameter of the IPNLMS,
i.e., the asymmetry parameter. In particular, we set ρ1 = 0.9 and ρ2 = −1
in order to specialize the architecture regardless of any sparseness degree. It
should be noted that we chose a value of ρ1 a little bit lower than 1 and we
select ρ2 to be exactly equal to −1 (since this leads to an NLMS adapta-
tion instead of an IPNLMS scheme), thus yielding very similar performance
behavior but with reduced computational cost.

The rest of the parameter setting for the two filters on the nonlinear path
involves the same values for the step sizes µFL1 = µFL2 = 0.1, the regulariza-
tion factors δFL1 = δFL2 = 10−3, memoryless trigonometric expansions with
order P = 20 and, as input buffer length, the same length of the linear sys-
tem to be identified and of the coefficient vector wL, i.e, Mi = M . The other
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parameters of the filter wL, adapted by an NLMS algorithm, are chosen as
µL = 0.1, δL = 10−3. Each block-based combination is adapted by using the
same step-size value µc = 0.1, smoothing factor γ = 0.9 and initial values
al [0] = 0 and rl [0] = 1. The length of the experiments is 40000 samples.

First, we want to evaluate the effectiveness of using blockwise adaptive
combination in the proposed scheme. Since such strategy aims at reducing
the steady-state EMSE of the combined scheme, we investigate how the block
size affects the steady-state performance. Since we want to evaluate the
sparseness of the functional link expansion with respect to the nonlinear
characteristics of the unknown system according to Subsection 2.2, we need
to set the clipping threshold of (22) appropriately. For this experiment, we
choose a strong nonlinearity level by setting ζ = 0.03. Results are depicted
in Fig. 12, where the values of the steady-state EMSE are shown on varying
the number of blocks from L = 1, which implies the adaptation of a full
block with size Mb = Qf = 40, to L = 20, which implies the adaptation of
blocks with size Mb = Qf/L = 2. In the figure, the results from individual
PSFLAF schemes are reported as a comparison. First, we may note that
the use of a blockwise combination, obtained by choosing L > 1 always
produces better results with respect to the full-block combination, i.e., the
strategy originally adopted in [36]. However, it is also possible to notice that
the combined architecture is not very sensitive to the choice of the block
number L, since an ERLE reduction of about 2 dB occurs between the best
choice L = 5 and the worst case L = 2. We may also note that reducing
too much the block size leads to a performance decrease, consequence of the
larger gradient noise power in the adaptation of blocks with reduced lengths
[38], besides increasing the computational cost. Overall, we can conclude
that suitable choices for the number of blocks are provided by intermediate
values, i.e., for L = 4, . . . , 10.

We want also to assess the convergence performance of the cPSFLAF#1,
with respect to individual PSFLAF schemes, i.e., those providing the same
filter on the linear branch but only one filter on the nonlinear branch. We
also add the behavior of a linear NLMS filter, to provide an idea of how
strong is the nonlinearity to be modeled. In order to produce a change in the
nonlinearity, we choose a clipping threshold ζ = 0.08 for the first half of the
experiment, while we set ζ = 0.05 that leads to a stronger level of nonlinearity
for the second half. Results are depicted in Fig. 13(a), where it is possible to
note how the cPSFLAF#1 architectures outperform individual PSFLAFs.
However, the cPSFLAF#1 with a number of blocks L = 5 achieves the
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Figure 12: Steady-state EMSE of the cPSFLAF#1 on varying the number of blocks in
the combination.

best performance even with respect to the cPSFLAF#1 with a single block
(L = 1), which is the method previously proposed in [36]. In particular,
the combined architectures take advantage of the convergence performance
of the PSFLAF with the highest asymmetry parameter (i.e., ρ1) in the first
half of the experiment where the high expansion order with respect to the
nonlinearity introduced by the system generates a very sparse behavior of
functional links. On the other hand, in the second half of the experiment, the
combined schemes exploit the fast convergence rate of the non-proportionate
SFLAF (i.e., the PSFLAF with ρ2 = −1), and the steady-state precision of
the PSFLAF with ρ1. This performance improvement can be explained by
the mixing parameter evolution, depicted in Fig. 13(b) for the block l = 1.
In particular, in the first half of the experiment the cPSFLAF#1 algorithm
adaptively selects PSFLAF with ρ1. On the other hand, in the second half it
first selects the PSFLAF with ρ2, since it mostly includes active coefficients
and benefits from the smaller gradient noise achieved by the the PSFLAF
with the smallest value of the asymmetric parameter. Then, after a while,
the block includes some non-active coefficients and the mixing parameter
switches to the PSFLAF with ρ1. Fig. 12 and 13 expose the advantage of
considering a blockwise combination both in convergence and steady-state
phases.
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Figure 13: Performance behavior in terms of the ERLE of the cPSFLAF#1 with shared
expansion (a) and the related mixing parameter evolution for the first block in case CPS-
FLAF#1, with L = 5 (b).

5.2. Evaluation of the cPSFLAF#2

In order to assess the effectiveness of the cPSFLAF#2, we consider a
scenario with a nearly static nonlinearity for the whole length of the exper-
iment, according to what explained in Subsection 4.2. For this reason, we
keep the clipping threshold fixed to the value ζ = 0.08. The other factor
that mainly affects the sparseness of the functional link expansion according
to the analysis introduced in Subsection 2.2 is the expansion order. For this
reason, in this case we exploit the different sparseness degree of the two fil-
ters on the nonlinear branch by choosing different expansion orders and the
same asymmetry parameter. In particular, we set the expansion orders as
PFL1 = 5 and PFL2 = 20, and the asymmetry parameters as ρ1 = ρ2 = 0,
which is an intermediate value. The rest of the parameter setting is the same
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of the previous set of experiments.
In Fig. 14(a), results in terms of the EMSE are depicted for the cPS-

FLAF#2 architecture using both the single-block strategy [36] (i.e., with
L = 1) and the best block-based strategy (achieved by setting L = 8).
We compare these results again with the individual PSFLAFs and with the
NLMS filter. It is worth noting that the PSFLAF with the small expan-
sion order, i.e., PFL1, provides faster convergence rate than the PSFLAF
with PFL2, which, on the other hand, shows better precision at steady state.
The cPSFLAF#2 scheme with single-block strategy (i.e., L = 1) exploits
the capabilities of the two PSFLAFs providing always better performance.
However, such result is further improved by the proposed cPSFLAF#2 with
block-based strategy, thus showing a significant gain over the same architec-
ture with single-block strategy.

We also show in Fig. 14(b) the behavior of all the mixing parameter of
the cPSFLAF#2 with L = 8. It can be noted how blocks may behave even
more differently from each others. In particular, first blocks are adapted
with both schemes, especially when they reach convergence. The adaptation
of intermediate blocks is mainly performed by the PSFLAF with PFL2 (i.e.,
their mixing parameters tend to 0) since there are energy in this components,
and the first scheme has no enough coefficients for these blocks (i.e., it is too
short). Finally, the first and the last blocks are mainly adapted by the
PSFLAF with PFL1, as their mixing parameters are more close to 1. The
last blocks converge to the first scheme because there is no energy in these
components, and the combinations converge to the all-zero blocks of the first
scheme.

5.3. Evaluation of the Hierarchical cPSFLAF

In the last set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of the HcPS-
FLAF. We consider again the nonlinear system identification problem repre-
sented in Fig. 11 including a change of the nonlinearity degree at half of the
experiment length. In particular, for the first part of the experiment we intro-
duce a mild nonlinearity by setting the clipping threshold to ζ = 0.25, while
for the second half of the experiment we increase the nonlinearity degree by
setting ζ = 0.15.

The hierarchical structure of the HcPSFLAF allows to specialize the
learning not only with respect to one parameter, e.g., the asymmetry pa-
rameter for the cPSFLAF#1 and the expansion order for the cPSFLAF#2,
but differentiating more than one parameters. Due to the two stages of
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Figure 14: Performance behavior in terms of the ERLE of the cPSFLAF#2 with different
expansions (a) and the related mixing parameter evolutions (b).

combinations, we may consider two different values for both the asymmetry
parameter and the expansion order. In particular, we choose a high asym-
metry parameter ρA = 0.9 for the first and the third filters of the nonlinear
branch, i.e., wFL1,n and wFL3,n, and ρB = −1 for the other two filters of the
nonlinear branch. On the other hand, we choose a small expansion order
PA = 3 for wFL1,n and wFL2,n and a larger order PB = 30 for wFL3,n and
wFL4,n. The number of blocks considered for the block-based adaptation of
the HcPSFLAF is L = 8. The rest of the parameter setting is the same used
for the previous set of experiments.

Results in terms of the EMSE are depicted in Fig. 15(a), where it is
possible to notice the behavior of the four different PSFLAFs and how the
HcPSFLAF exploits the capabilities of all the filters, thus behaving always
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Figure 15: Performance behavior in terms of the ERLE of the HcPSFLAF (a), with the
related mixing parameter evolutions for the most representative blocks of the second-stage
combination (b), and mixing parameter evolutions of the first block for the first and second
stage of combinations (c).

as the best filter and, very often, even better than the best individual filter
thanks to the blockwise combination. We also show the evolution of the
most representative mixing parameters for the blocks of the second-stage
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combination in Fig. 15(b), and the evolution of the mixing parameters for
the first block of the first and second stage of combination in Fig. 15(c).
From these figures, it is possible to gather how the HcPSFLAF exploits
sparsity of functional links. For instance, we can see that the first block
of the HcPSFLAF is adapted by exploiting the filters with the most sparse
features both in the first and in the second combination. This shows how each
block can affect differently the adaptation and improve the overall modeling
performance.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, new nonlinear filtering architectures have been proposed
that take advantage of any sparseness degree of functional link expansions.
The proposed models are characterized by an adaptive combination of two
proportionate filters on the nonlinear branch that yields an improvement of
the overall modeling performance. The adaptive combination is performed
by a new block-based strategy that exploits the periodic sparse nature of a
functional link expansion. A hierarchical architecture has been also proposed
that generalizes the two combined schemes, thus not requiring any a priori

information about the nature of the nonlinearity to be modeled. Future
research will include the combination of filters also on the linear branch and
the application to nonlinear acoustic echo cancellation problems.
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